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Figure 2.1. Mycenae. Plan. Citadel phases of construction (Xakovidis 1983: plan 5, 
after Mylonas 1966). 
a. Bedrock foundation. 
b. Uneven foundation. 
c. Earth and pebble foundation. 
d. Socle foundation. 
Figure 2.2. Foundation Types. 
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lFigure 2.4. Gla. Plan of citadel (Iakovidis 1983: plan 17, after Threpsiades and Travlos). 
Figure 2.5. Tiryns. Plan. Citadel phases of construction (Kilian in 
French & Wardel1988: 132). 
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Figure 2.6. Eutresis. Plan. Circuit wall from east showing gate (Goldman 1931: fig. 85). 
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Figure 2.9. Enkomi. (a.) Site plan, (b.) City wall (Astrom 1972 IV.IC: figs. 12 & 23). 
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Figure 2.10. Kourion: Bamboula. Plan of trenches 2 and 4 (Astrom 1972 IVJC: fi.g. 8). 
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Figure 2.11. Bogazkoy. Plan of Biiyiikkale (Bittel 1970: fig. 19). 
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Figure 2.13. Midea: Palaiokastro. (a.) Plan of citadel (Iakovidis 1983: fig. 5), 
(b.) Fortification wall. 
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Figure 3.0. Main structural zones of Greece, after Abouin 1964 as quoted by Ager 1980 
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Figure 3.1. The Rods of Digenis. (a.) Reconstruction of the quarry during operation, 
(b.) Present configuration of the quarry showing working areas 1, 2, and 3 
(Durkin & Lister 1983: fig. 3). 
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Figure 3.2. Zakro. Plan and section of the quarry at Pelekita (Shaw 1973: fig. 23). 
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Figure 3.3. Ta Skaria. Sketch map of quarries (MacGillivray, Sackett et al. 1984: fig. 7). 
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Figure 3.4. Mallia. Plan of quarry west of Point du Moulin (Shaw 1973: fig. 27). 
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lFigure 4.0. Diagram showing the process of making a tripartite whee] (Hodges 1970: fig. 74). 
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Figure 4.1. Sketch map of the Mycenae area (Hope Simpson 1981: fig. 2). 
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Figure 4.2. Mycenae. Diagrams of (a.) Lykotroupi bridge, (b.) Culvert at Agrilovounaki 
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Figure 4.4. Map of suggested road between the Malian Gulf and Gulf of I tea 




Figure 4.5. Kazarma. (a.) Sketch map of Kazarma area (Hope Simpson 1981: fig. 4), 
(b.) Arkadiko bridge. 
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Other oncient sites. 
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· Figure 6.2. Wall types. (a) Compartment, (b) Casemate, 
(c)Shell-wall, (d) Unit-built. 
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Figure 6.4. Raphina. Plan (Theocharis 1953: fig. 1). 
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Figure 6.6. Alaca Hiiyiik. Plan of site during the Hittite period 
(Van der Osten 1937: pl. Xlll). 
Figure 6.7. Mersin: Yiimtiktkepe. Plan showing Neolithic, Chalcolithic, and Hittite levels 
(Garstang 1953: fig. 4). 
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Figure 6.8. Melos: Phylak.opi. Plan of third city (Barber 1987: fig. 45, after Renfrew & Wagstaff 1982: 42). 
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Figure 6.9. Korovia: Nitovikla. (a.) Plan, (b.) Reconstruction 
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Figure 6.11. Mycenae. Plan of citadel (Iakovidis 1983: plan 4). 

A VIA IRINI , KEA =General plan of Late Bronze Age town 
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Figure 6.13. Keos: Ayia Irini. Plan of site (Barber 1987: fig. 46, 
after Cummer & Schofield 1984: pl. Ill). 



















Figure 6.15. Paros: Koukounaries. Plan. (Schilardi 1975: fig. 3). 
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Figure 6.16. Siphnos: Ayios Andreas. Plan (Philippaki 1978: fig. 1). 








Figure 6.18. Kastrokephala. Plan (Hayden 1988: fig. 2). 
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Figure 6.19. Siteia: Ayia Phoria. Plan (Tsipopoulou 1990: fig. 1). 
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Figure 6.20. Tel Yannut. (a.) Site plan, (b.) Plan of west comer of lower city 
(De Miroschedji 1990: ill. 1 & 2). 
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Figure 6.21. Tiryns. Dam west of acropolis (Hope Simpson 1981: fig. 3). 
Figure 6.22. Ayia Triada. Plan (Vassilakis, A. (und.) Phaistos. Athens: Mathioulakis). 
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Figure 6.25. Mycenae. (a.) Plan of the north-east extension (lakovidis 1983: pl. 10), 
(b.) Detail of south sally-port. 
b. 
Figure 6.26. Mycenae. (a.) Plan of the north-east extension (lakovidis 1983: pl. 10), 
(b.) North sally-port viewed from outside the fortification wall. 
a. 
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Figure 6.27. Maa: Palaiokastro. Site plan (K.arageorghis & Demas 1988: pl. 2). 
Figure 6.28. Idalion. Plan and reconstruction of North gate 
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Figure 6.32. Kition. (a.) Plan of area II, (b.) Detail of plan of area II showing Temple 4 
and city wall (Karageorghis 1976: figs. 13-14). 
,. 
Figure 6.33. Mycenae. (a.) Plan of area of entrance and Grave Circle A 
(lakovidis 1983: plan 6), (b.) Lion Gate. 
Figure 6.34. Mycenae. (a.) Plan of palace showing North gate (lakovidis 1983: 
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Figure 6.36. Tiryns. Plan of palace and west bastion (Iakovidis 1983: fig. 2). 
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Figure 6.38. Gate plans. (a.) Hazor, (b.) Alalakh 
(Kempinski in Ben-Tor 1992: fig. 6.28). 
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Figure 6.39. Beth Shemesh. City gate (Gregori 1986: fig. 6). 
0 10m 
Figure 6.40. Aegina: Kolonna. Period V settlement and fortification wall. 
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LEVEL FEB. 22, 1939 
WATERLEVEL AUG. 20, 1938 
Figure 6.44. Athens. North fountain. Vertical section (lakovidis 1983: fig. 12). 
b. 
Figure 6.45. Mycenae. North-east extension. Underground cistern. 
(a.) Plan (from Iakovidis 1983: fig. 8), (b.) Entrance to cistern. 




Figure 7. 1. Midea: Dendra. Tholos tomb. (a.) Chamber wall, stomion, and 
lintel block, (b.) Stomion. 
Figure 7.2 Mycenae. Cyclopean tomb. Stomion wall. 

Figure 7. 4. Tiryns. Dam. Strata showing dyke. 
Figure 7. 5. Plain between Kastro and Ayia Marina, showing canals. 
----------c. 7.00 m -----------• 
Section 1 (west) 
Figure 7.6. Terrace wall on the north side of the 
Koutzoyanni hill. 
---- c.4.50m 
Section 2 (east) 
Figure 8.0. Vasilike. Plan of wall (Hayden 1988: fig. 18). 
• 
0 
Figure 8.1. Gortyn. Plan of wall (Hayden 1988: fig. 14). 

Figure 8.3. Melos: Phylakopi. West section (Barber 1987: fig. 49, courtesy of Renfrew). 



























Figure 8.9.Troy VI walls. (a.) Diagram showing offsets. Blocks A and Bare continuous 




Figure 9.0. Typology. Types I-III. 
Type IV 









Figure 9.1. Typology. Types IV-V. 
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figure 9.13. Ksthmia. Plans and elevations of wall (JBroneer 1966: fig. 2) 
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